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What's wrong

with the classic
OME PURISTS ARE COMPLAINING
that modern telemark skiing, partic-
ularly telemark racing, is blurring

“the essence of the telemark turn.” They I
claim it's evolving into an inappropriate
technique that defeats the beauty and BY GARY SPRUNG
grace of the "classic" telemark. Mark
Burky, in his article “In Name Only” [Vis-
tas, December '86], supported such a view.
I believe such criticism ignores the criti-
cal role of racing in all ski history and
misses the implications new techniques
have for the future.

What does the term “inappropriate”
mean in the realm of skiing? Many would
argue that there is no right or wrong (in a
moral sense, anyway) when it comes to
skiing. All that matters is fun. Some tech-
niques bring a skier more fun than others.
Techniques that make you fall frequently
are usually considered “wrong,” although
falling can indeed be fun. For the purists,
however, wrong has a meaning similar to
a midseventies skier pronouncement that
“the only good ski is a wooden ski."

Purists contend that the classic tele-
mark turn was born centuries ago in
Scandinavia. This idea does contain a 1.

grain of truth. Brad English, author of T0-

tal Telemarking, noted the apparent ne-
cessity of dropping knees toward skis to
accommodate variations in terrain. That 15 Skit-ng better with the hybrid ttetpttte tech-
technique was surely used throughout the nique and equipment, or is it all downhill
5,000-year history of skiing, but telemark- from here?

ing per se only came about in the nine-
teenth century. It was invented by Norwe- Z
gian Sondre Norheim, born in 1825 in parallel technique. The parallel proved
Telemark, Norway. faster.

To improve his new technique, Norheim Thus was born the dichotomy we have
also improved the bindings. He used birch today between the “nordic” and “alpine”
roots soaked in hot water, then wrapped styles. One specializes in going up or
them from the toe piece around the heel— cross-country, the other in going down.
the first cable binding. Norheim startled The telemark turn fell into disfavor as the
spectators when he used the technique “wrong” way to go down.
and gear to win a jumping competition in Skiers in Colorado in the early 1970s
1870. His Norwegian competitors and thought that treatment of the technique
some Austrian contemporaries then in- unfair. They resurrected the tele turn and
vented turns which ultimately grew into demonstrated that it could be used to de-

scend the steep hard-packed slopes of
downhill ski resorts, as well as the deep
powder bowls of the backcountry.

Classic vs. Evolution
In Mark Burky’s classic telemark tech-

nique, the skier “bends the forward leg
slightly." That’s a sure recipe for loss of
control. Contrast his assertion with a

much better prescription by Allan Bard
and Tom Carter in the same issue of CROSS

COUNTRY SKIER: "Flexed correctly, the
front knee should hide the view of the
foot.” To accomplish that, the bends at the
knee and ankle of the front foot must be
strong, not slight.

Where Burky preferred the arms “ex-
tended to the side for better balance,”
Bard and Carter correctly described the
position as “low and in front” and they
recommended shorter, alpine-style poles
for the downhills. Arms and poles fre-
quently get thrown outward, upward and
backward when skiing difficult terrain;
the more a skier can prevent this, the less
likely he or she is to fall.

Burky wrote that the angling of the skis
against one another provides “unified
action." Such angling diminishes turning
power because it puts most of a skier’s
weight on the front leg. It's difficult to
weight the rear leg adequately when one’s
foot is splayed far outside the center of
gravity and turned inward.

Telemarkers today try to keep their skis
side by side, yet staggered. In races, skiers
must keep the rear ski's tip behind a point
halfway between the front ski's tip and
the front foot. Skiers using inadequate
staggering are penalized for mimicking
parallel turns and the mistake can cost
them the race.

How many purists ever witness a cham-
pion telemark racer in action? Their
beauty compares to that of an Ingemar
Stenmark or a ballet dancer. It is true,
however, that winning performances in te-
lemark bump contests are not made by
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skiers employing “classic” technique with
slightly bent legs, wide arms and angled
skis. But is the modern technique wrong
or somehow inappropriate? Or is it sim-
ply a logical evolution into the twentieth
century, with its abundant groomed
slopes?

Beyond Speed

Racing has become irrelevant to many
former telemark racers. (If speed is the
disease, alpine boards are the cure.) Their
refinement of the technique has led them
to deeper joys in noncompetitive recrea-
tion. Modern telemarkers have not only
tackled the toughest slopes at downhill ar-
eas, but radical pitches in the backcoun- st

smoothly, the only way to see they are Q
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